Abstract
Introduction
Corruption is a white-collar crime inflicting larger negative impacts than any other street crimes (Sutherland, 1939) . Similar to other white-collar crimes, corruption can be identified by several characteristics, i.e. (1) perpetrator has respectable position in society, (2) perpetrator of criminal action should involve the use of (economical, political, or social) power for economical, social, or political purposes, and (3) victims of corruption are individuals and society (Stuart and McGurrin, 2013) , making corruption a bigger threat compared to street crimes.
Never-Endless of Indonesia's Battle for Corruption
History recorded that Indonesia has been striving in combating corruption through the establishment of numerous institutions, such as Military Operation (Operasi Militer) 
The Dilemma of Fighting for Corruption or Stolen Asset Recovery
At present, like other forms of white-collar crime, corruption is evolving, too (Agbiboa, 2012) , along with the efforts of hiding the stolen assets. Forcible actions to seize the proceeds of corruption are performed by the Police, Prosecutor, and Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK). KPK admits to have been saving State's wealth at a valuation of Rp 121,655,680,319 in 2012 (KPK, 2012 . The number was a decrease from the previous year's achievement of Rp 138,062,072,084.30 (KPK, 2011 The failure in recovering the stolen assets through forcible actions was followed by Indonesian legal system's failure in protecting the perpetrators of corruption who have voluntarily surrendered the stolen assets. Agus Condro, having voluntarily surrendered the proceeds of corruption and become a justice collaborator, was charged with slightly different sentence from other perpetrators of the same case who did not hand over any of the stolen assets. The Jakarta Anticorruption Court Verdict No. 14/PID.B/TPK/2011/PN.JKT.PST declared, one aspect to commute Agus Condro's sentence was the fact that he has surrendered the stolen assets; his sentence, however, ended up with mere difference from other perpetrators' (see Table 1 The failure to recover stolen assets through forcible (confiscation) and voluntary actions needs immediate solution to avoid larger losses to the State resulted from the asset recovery expenses. Therefore, this study will discuss a quality value approach in combining the forcible and voluntary actions for stolen asset recovery. Voluntary efforts need to be developed to spend less efforts, time, and expenses during asset recovery process.
The Importance of Punishment And Stolen Asset Recovery
The utility of punishment comprises three theories, i.e. (1) retributive theory that considers punishment are given only as a response to crime; (2) utility theory that considers punishment are given not only as a response to crime, but also containing specific, beneficial purposes; and (3) combined theory that considers punishment has recovery effects on damages in the society. With Pancasila as the State's basic philosophy, the utility of punishment in Indonesia must consider the balance between individuals and community. A punishment grounded by the philosophy of Pancasila highlights the protection to victims, offenders, and community to recover the balance damaged by criminal acts. The imposition of punishment for the protection of victims, offenders, and community is in conformity with the combined theory highlighting the recovery of damages once inflicted by corruption. This, however, is not implemented in Indonesian Anticorruption Law which emphasizes on imprisonment to perpetrators of corruption, accompanied with the imposition of fine as an effort to recover the stolen assets. Law No. 13 of 2006 on Protection for Witnesses and Victims merely gives protection to witnesses and victims of the criminal acts and cannot guarantee the security of perpetrators who are voluntarily willing to surrender the proceeds of corruption. This practice is a failed implementation of the combined theory of punishment. Lack of protection triggers arrested white-collar criminals to conceal their stolen assets instead of surrendering them voluntarily. The ingenuity of the perpetrators in hiding their stolen assets requires hard work from the State apparatus in recovering the proceeds of corruption. Dealing with these white-collar criminals will definitely deplete State's resources in terms of efforts, time, and expenses.
The State's failure in implementing the combined theory can be traced back to various cases which -regardless offenders' sentence to hand over the assets -still failed to recover the stolen assets. In reality, asset recovery through forcible actions is extremely hard to achieve as assets derived from corruption acts are very hard to trace. Therefore, making investigators managed to confiscate merely a little part of the assets, with much smaller value than the actual financial losses for cases or even no assets were found or confiscated (Table 2) . 
Initiating Quality Value on Voluntarily-Forcible Action for Stolen Asset Recovery
Value on quality can be brought as a sincere approach to promote Voluntarily-Forcible Action (VF Action). Different with the forcible action that already in well structured in the implementation, voluntarily action is need for further exploration to be implemented. Vagueness and surely far from well structured lead the voluntarily action is a challenge to be implemented. Therefore, bringing a sincere approach to get shorten gap between the offenders and the investigators is the main objective to get closer or even fully recover the stolen asset through a much lesser time, sources and cost to be spent. Deploying quality value is one of the ways to bring the sincere approach to win back the stolen assets. Two initiating approach on quality value for both voluntarily and forcible action shall bring about a new perspective to be further explored.
The approach will discuss into the following sub topic of initiating quality value of voluntarily motives and international treaties. Furthermore, a comprehensive illustration approach of FuzzyServe for voluntarily action and the priority table to the forcible action shall bring about a clearer recommendation of the VF action. In addition, the implementation of the VF action shall be as one of effective and efficient approach to promote stolen asset recovery.
Initiating Quality Value Approach on FuzzyServe and Voluntarily Motives: An Approach to the Voluntarily Action
The utility of punishment by way of the combined theory is also implemented in stolen asset recovery. Punishment should prioritize the recovery of the proceeds of corruption instead of imprisonment. For this reason, an attempt to encourage offenders to voluntarily surrender the stolen assets to minimize spent efforts, time, and expenses is in dire need.
Implementing voluntarily action shall bring more voluntarily surrender of the stolen assets. To achieve the action, initiating of value on quality shall promote the process of giving back the stolen assets without time consume and costly way. Therefore, to promote the voluntarily action can be approach by using FuzzyServ or Fuzzy for Service. FuzzyServ is a new hybrid measurement used to measure service quality by using linguistic-humanistic numeric measurement (Mohamamd Nasir & Rika Fatimah, 2004) . The measurement is a collaboration technique of SERVQUAL or Service Quality (Zeithaml et al., 1996) and Fuzzy Logic (Zadeh, 1965) .
FuzzyServe consider the before and after performance. In FuzzyServe, the customer who consumes the service will be asking regarding their hope before they consume the service. In addition, the customer also will be asking about their feeling after they really consume the service. In traditional measurement SERVQUAL, they only measure with a rigid number while the object of measurement is customer who has different feelings and expectation, not a rigid number. Therefore, Fuzzy logic shall measure to what extend the value happened to the customer. Fuzzy logic measurement applied ranges in degree of truth value. The truth may range between completely true and completely false. Linguistic variables also used to express the value rather than numbers alone (Rika Fatimah & Mohammad Nasir 2003) .
Derived from the concept of FuzzyServe, a voluntarily action shall be applied. The emphasis of the offenders' condition of 'before' and 'after' committing corruption can be uplifting as one of the technique to encourage the offenders to surrender the stolen assets voluntarily (Figure 1) . Furthermore, an offender who performs an act voluntarily is under the impacts from internal and external factors. Internal factors are derived from perpetrator's personal condition such as individual traits, educational background, past experience, wishes, or future expectations. The internal factors is a reflective factors to condition of offenders 'before' committing corruption. Jackie McGudden (2000) noted that expectations encourage a person to perform voluntary act. The expectation to receive commutation of sentence following voluntary surrender of the stolen assets is not accommodated in current laws and regulations in Indonesia -voluntary surrender of stolen assets does not avoid a perpetrator from getting punishment, but only commuting her/his case for the judge before declaring the verdict. This notion does not give certainty on the commutation of sentence for a perpetrator, even if s/he voluntarily surrenders the stolen assets. Furthermore, external factors are also important in encouraging offenders to voluntarily surrender the proceeds of corruption. External factors, originated outside of the offender's self, among others include laws and regulations. The external factors are a reflective condition of offenders 'after' committing the corruption. Although currently not having special system to regulate voluntary recovery of stolen assets, Indonesia has encountered the practice of such action committed by Agus Condro for the case of Indonesian Bank (BI) Governor Bribery to the State through Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK). Andi Zulkarnain Mallarangeng for the case of Choel Mallarangeng has also surrendered US$ 550,000 to KPK in relation to Hambalang Sports Center corruption case. Such examples show that the surrendering of the proceeds of corruption does not trigger any problem in terms of laws and regulations.
As result, an illustration on how initiating quality value to the voluntarily motives can bring a much more effective and efficient way by simplify the uses of sources to get back the stolen assets (Figure 1 ).
Initiating Quality Value Approach on Benchmarking through the International Treaties: The Forcible Actions Priority
Stolen asset recovery is in need of international treaties (Fofack, 2012) , considering that the proceeds of corruption are hidden in foreign jurisdiction. International asset recovery highly prefers forcible measures in repatriating the proceeds of corruption. The United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC) is a multilateral convention put together to combat corruption. The recovery of assets is established in Articles 51 to 59 regulating the General Provisions, Prevention, and Tracing of the proceeds of crime transfer, Actions to recover the assets directly, Mechanism to recover the stolen assets through international treaty in terms of asset seizure, International treaty for asset seizure, Special treaty, Asset return and sharing, Financial Intelligence Units, and Bilateral and multilateral treaties and regulations (Jack Smith, et al., 2007) .
The regulation is fundamentally priority to establish the need for international cooperation in seizing proceeds of corruption hidden in recipient country and returning them to victim country. A strong built commitment between countries as international battle of corruptions shall bring also a strong forcible actions. Knowing that there will be no blind-spot to hide the stolen assets out of the offenders' country, shall force the offenders to more cooperate and choose the voluntarily action then surrenders the stolen assets to its state. Such international treaties prioritizing forcible measures in UNCAC 2003 stumble upon many barriers especially in facing difference in legal systems between the victim countries and recipient countries.
It is a challenge to adopt exactly legal systems upon countries due to the difference between the victim countries and recipient countries. Therefore, initiating quality value by using Benchmarking approach shall be consider as a strategic move to overcome the difference and emphasis the forcible action then to optimum to get back the stolen assets to victim countries. Benchmarking is the process of comparing best practices of quality, time and cost among different industries (Fifer, 1989) . Even the difference in type of industries but each industry must have a similar process in detail. Therefore, apart of the differences, Benchmarking would prefer to look up carefully the similarities then consider its best practices to be applied to another industry that benchmarked. The objective is not on the result but on 'how' the other industries can success by having the best practice on its detail business operations.
In committing to mutual legal assistance with several countries, Indonesia also faces similar legal barriers with the Treaty between the Republic of Indonesia and Australia on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters; People's Republic of China on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters; Republic of Korea on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters; Treaty on Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters (ASEAN MLA TREATY), and Agreement concerning Mutual Legal Assistance in Criminal Matters between Hong Kong and Indonesia. Therefore, having the Benchmarking approach, the countries stated above can be well reflected as industries. Each country that committing to mutual legal assistance can look up each best practice of quality, time and cost of handling the stolen assets from other countries. As result, a priority table that consist the best practice is as shown in Table 3 
Conclusion
The recovery of stolen assets should prioritize voluntary surrendering of assets while forcible acts should serve as a last resort when voluntary efforts fail. A factor in encouraging perpetrator of corruption to voluntarily surrender the stolen assets is the expectation of a commutation of sentence following the recovery of the assets. The certainty of a commutation of sentence for voluntary surrender of stolen asset should be regulated to encourage legal offenders to perform voluntary action in the recovery of the proceeds of corruption along with the forcible action. Combining both action of voluntarily and forcible actions shall bring a more effective and efficient process to the stolen asset recovery. Deploying quality value is one of the ways to bring the sincere approach to win back the stolen assets. Two initiating approach on quality value for both voluntarily and forcible action are the concept of FuzzyServe and Benchmarking. Derived from the concept of FuzzyServe, a voluntarily action shall be applied with regard to the certainty of lesser punishment 'after' the surrender of the stolen asset. In addition, a 'before' factor to touch the sincere sense of humanity can be also applied to support the process of voluntarily action.
Furthermore, forcible action can be approach by international collaborator. A good cooperation between the victim and recipient countries shall force further the offenders to return the stolen asset. In addition, benchmarking among countries may create a dynamic process to define what are the priorities action shall be refer to from the best practice through the benchmarking approach. Having both voluntarily and forcible or namely VF Action shall bring a much more effective and efficient to achieve the stolen asset recovery.
